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Viva Books Private Limited, 2014. Softcover. Book Condition: New. Description: To speak and write
any language confidently, we must know its grammar. Everyday English Grammar and
Composition is a comprehensive and learner-friendly textbook series that makes grammar
interesting without compromising on the rigour the subject demands. With equal emphasis on the
grammatical structures and their application in real-life situations, the lessons explain and
exemplify each concept in detail, also accounting for exceptions to the rules. The exercises range
from the easy to the highly challenging to test learners of varying levels of competence. Features of
the Series: ? Comprehensive coverage of grammar ? Comprehension, vocabulary and writing
lessons to complement the grammar syllabus ? Well-graded ? Learner friendly ? Colourful,
attractive layout ? A wide range of practice tasks and exercises ? Clear instructions ? Interactive CD
? Online support Four essential areas of language learning in one comprehensive book ? Grammar
? Vocabulary ? Comprehension ? Composition Contents: Kinds of Nouns ? Nouns: Number ? Nouns:
Gender ? Pronouns ? Verbs ? Adjectives and Comparisons ? Face to Face 1 ? Comprehension?A ?
Present Tense ? Past Tense ? Future Tense ? Adverbs ? Face to Face 2 ?...
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Simply no words and phrases to clarify. It really is full of knowledge and wisdom You wont feel monotony at at any moment of the time (that's what
catalogs are for relating to when you question me).
-- Pa olo Spinka-- Pa olo Spinka

This is the greatest book we have read through till now. It is probably the most amazing book we have go through. I am just happy to tell you that here is
the greatest book we have read through during my individual daily life and may be he best ebook for possibly.
-- Eliseo Leff ler-- Eliseo Leff ler
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